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Side by Side: The Islands of Long and Manhattan 

The following venues will be used for marketing: 

 

Social Media: Create social media outlet points such as Facebook and Twitter that will build a relationship to 

become more trusted and build a fan base.  It is important to develop a social identity and communicate it across 

all consumers.  Social engagement is a way to communicate directly with users, especially since a section of the 

site will be a blog of shared historical information.  Although social media is an important commodity, it is not 

scalable and therefore not sufficient to build new relationships. 

 

Attention should be given to attracting the ideal audience for the site.  Since it is historical, a marketing focus 

for historical societies and higher education institutions is preferred.  On both Long Island and Manhattan 

Island, there are a number of societies and groups of historical nature.   

 

Print/Direct Mail: Print marketing can be costly but with select images from the site it may attract users who 

wish to further review information.  A minimal quantity of direct mail print can be sent to some institutions at a 

nominal fee to attract some of the major historical endeavors on the islands.  These can also be sent to some 

institutions that may specialize in history to possibly attract students. 

 

Web: In order to get the site noticed by users, it may be beneficial to have links to it on historical society and 

library pages.  On some local library sites, Side by Side may be “Community Resources” link if a section of it 

pertains to local history.  This may also apply to an academic library that may use Side by Side to supply local 

historical content. 

 

Email: Electronic mail can be used to send information regarding the site to historical societies and higher 

education institutions.  A list can be generated with said locations and email sent to the public relations office.  

A link to Side by Side will provide awareness about the quality of information, blogs, and education resources. 

 

Lecture/Conference: The Information Architect should present lectures/demonstrations of select material from 

the site at conferences/seminars/consortia that promote historical education such as the New York State 

Historical Society’s annual conference.  The same material can also be illustrated at library conferences.  The 

increase in exposure will add users to the site and promote the use blogs where members can introduce their 

own historical analysis.   


